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CASE STUDY: guinea: the siguiri and 
bOurÉ electrificatiOn prOject
Electrification has featured prominently in the Government of 
Guinea’s efforts to alleviate poverty and promote economic 
development for the better part of a decade. For instance, a 
twofold objective was set for the sector in the interim Poverty 
Reduction Strategy developed for 2011 and 2012:

•  to restructure and improve the performance of the key 
institutions charged with managing electricity supply and 
distribution, and developing Guinea’s vast hydro-electric 
potential; and

• to promote access to electricity in urban and suburban areas.

Progress has been slow, however, and in 2010 only 18.1% of 
the population enjoyed access to electricity. The majority of 
users are concentrated in a few urban centres, where coverage 
is estimated at 68.9%. In rural areas, electricity supply remains 
low, at an estimated 2%. 

By contrast, significant inroads have been made in Siguiri 
prefecture, with the support of Société Ashanti Goldfields de 
Guinée (SAG), which is AngloGold Ashanti in Guinea. In 2006 
SAG pre-financed the construction of a power line to Siguiri 
town and committed to providing electricity to Electricité de 
Guinée (EdG), the parastatal charged with managing electricity 
supply and distribution in urban centres at cost price. In 2010 
the project entered a second phase, as SAG granted the 
Government of Guinea a loan for the construction of a second 
power line serving the nine villages located closest to the mine, 
in the Bouré. The final phase, regarding the development of a 
distribution network in the Bouré, was initiated in 2012.

The agreement for this third and final phase of the Siguiri and 
Bouré electrification project has yet to be signed. However, as 
discussions progressed on this issue through 2012, a more 
comprehensive partnership developed between the mine and 
the Government of Guinea regarding energy supply. 

Project design, for instance, was reviewed by the mine’s 
Engineering Department, with a view to reaching the greatest 
possible number of dwellings (10,000 dwellings grouped in 
1,370 clusters) while ensuring that all safety and protection 
protocols are duly implemented. A schedule of payment was 

also developed and submitted to Government, in order to 
ensure that the debt accrued within the context of the project 
is re-absorbed progressively. The Government of Guinea 
meanwhile has committed to installing meters in each and every 
cluster, and SAG has volunteered to support a process which 
would see EdG restored to its rightful role and the invoicing of 
end-users resumed. 

Together, such measures will ensure sector governance is 
consolidated in Siguiri, opening the way to further collaborations 
regarding issues of mutual concern, including grid management, 
off-grid connectivity, and alternative sources of supply – with a 
view both to satisfying growing demand in Siguiri and the Bouré 
and to accompany the mine’s own expansion plans. 

To date, the Siguiri and Bouré electrification project has 
contributed to the development of a large number of small 
businesses in Siguiri town and the creation of numerous jobs. 
Once it is completed, it is anticipated that the project will 
effectively serve a population of 80,000 to 100,000, or 40% to 
50% of Siguiri prefecture’s total population. 


